Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space

Australia-China Institute for Arts and Culture, Western Sydney University
Thursday, 20th July 2017, Penrith Campus, Kingswood

The most important consideration in the technique of performance then, is not the question of
finger dexterity or any other technical aspect, but the question of how qi is manipulated. Qi in
musical performance entails breathing, and breathing is essential in shaping the line. Therefore,
good manipulation of qi will bring about smooth incorporation of breathing with phrasing and
shaping of the line. Qi is the creative force that begins, sustains and completes a work of art,
without which there is no life. It forms the root for yun, which is the felicitous expression of qi.
Yun, like qi, means different things in different situations. In phonetic studies it means tone; in
poetry it means rhyme; in painting it means rhythm. In music, it can mean resonance, residual
feeling, melodic motion or musical expression.
(Ho 1997, p.38)

Poetic Energies Program
Thursday 20th July
1-2pm Art of Sound:
Playhouse

Guzheng Collaborations: Chiu Tan Ching (guzheng)
With John Encarnacao (guitar), Joseph Tabua (electric guitar)
Dom Turner (electric guitar), Holly Harrison (drums) &
Jessica Graham (amplified violin)

3-5pm Symposium:
Building F, Studio

Panel: Professor Jocelyn Chey (chair), Professor James
Arvanitakis, Associate Professor Bruce Crossman
Performance of Qiyun: Chui Tanching (guzheng)
Presenters:
(1) Multiculturalism, Traditional Cultures and Contemporary Expression:
Dr Andrian Pertout (composer) & Dr Elisabeth Bodey (visual artist)
(2) Identity, Language and Sound:
Dr Nicholas Ng (composer/erhu) & Dr David Wright (playwright)
(3) Materiality of Breath and Brush:
Dr Kate Fagan (poet) & Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher)
5-6pm Delegates Interaction
Building F, Kitchen area

Light supper

7-9pm Night Concert:
Playhouse

Erhu, Qin, Guzheng, Guitar & Percussion:
Liu Ying (erhu), Chiu Tan Ching (guzheng), Claire Edwardes
(percussion), Tony Wheeler (qin), Dom Turner (electric guitar)
With Shen Wednesday (calligrapher), Luping Zeng
(calligrapher/Peking Opera singer) & Kate Fagan (reciter)
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1-2pm Art of Sound:
Playhouse

Guzheng Collaborations: Chiu Tan Ching (guzheng)
With John Encarnacao (guitar), Joseph Tabua (electric guitar)
Dom Turner (electric guitar), Holly Harrison (drums) &
Jessica Graham (amplified violin)

Andrián Pertout (composer) & Elisabeth Bodey (visual artist)
Un’immagine mobile dell’ eternità for solo guzheng and visual projections
Chui Tanching (guzheng)
Dom Turner (acoustic guitar) & Chui Tanching (guzheng)
Improvisation for guitar and guzheng
Jessica Graham (amplified violin) & Chui Tanching (guzheng)
Improvisation: The Strings Between East & West
for violin and guzheng
John Encarnacao & Chui Tanching (guzheng)
Improvisation for amplified-prepared guitar and guzheng
Joseph Tabua (electric guitar/sound track), Holly Harrison (drums), Chui
Tanching (guzheng) & David Cubby (film)
Improvisation & Film for electric guitar, drums, guzheng & visual projections
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Guzheng Collaborations Program Note:
Un’immagine mobile dell’eternità for Harmonically Tuned Guzheng, no. 443
(2017)
‘Un’immagine mobile dell’eternità’ or ‘A Moving Image of Eternity’ was especially
composed for Chiu Tan Ching (Hong Kong, People’s Republic of China) as ‘A
Collaboration with Australian Visual Artist Elisabeth Bodey and Australian Poet A.J.
Carruthers’ as part of the Australia-China Institute for Arts and Culture (Western Sydney
University) ‘Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space’ Project. The work is dedicated to the
memory of my friend Claudio Frau (b Buenos Aires, 17 Jan. 1963; d Melbourne, 25 Apr.
2017) and serves as an exploration of the musical implications of combinatoriality as an
organizational determinant via the utilization of a series of combinatorial designs
presented in Looking at Numbers (2014) by American minimalist composer and music
theorist (also former student of Morton Feldman) Tom Johnson, and mathematician and
musicologist Franck Jedrzejewski. It also adopts a variety of compositional techniques
developed during the twentieth century by American experimentalist composer Conlon
Nancarrow and documented by Kyle Gann in The Music of Conlon Nancarrow (1995).
Philosophically, the work integrates the Chinese concept of ‘Timeless Music’ as well as
American author Thomas McFarlane’s hypothesis of ‘mathematical’ symmetry behind
Plato’s cosmological statement ‘Time is a Moving Image of Eternity’ (from Timaeus, 360
BCE).
Since 2010 and the beginning of my cross-cultural, cross-disciplinary PhD project I have
been exploring connections between different cultural forms such as musical structures,
song structures, to create a new abstract language in my painting. Starting with
conventional landscape and place, my idea of the painted space then became not just
one of formality but a cultural one, taking in the auditory and the conceptual and with
material processes creating a space of vibrant abstraction. Over a period of time, place
became a conceptual and auditory space, one of freshness and surprise, of vibrant and
resonant fields of sites, signs and marks. Being asked to respond to a specific musical
composition such as Andrián’s was a great opportunity. Making the piece for todays
performance allowed me to think further about visual responses to the resonances
received from music.
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Biographies:
Chiu Tan Ching (guzheng)
Chiu Tan Ching is a leading Hong Kong contemporary guzheng virtuoso whose work with the
Hong Kong New Music Ensemble includes the prestigious New Vision Arts Festival. She is a core
member of the HKNME who are hailed as “one of Hong Kong’s most progressive groups of
musicians” (CNN). Widely praised for its innovative programming, the Ensemble’s productions
include concerts, educational outreach events, and interdisciplinary collaborations and research
projects with artists from different artistic fields.
John Encarnacao (guitar)
John Encarnacao lectures in music in the School of Humanities and Communication Arts at the
University of Western Sydney. His book, Punk Aesthetics and New Folk, was published in 2013 by
Ashgate. John’s research interests include popular musicology, composition and music education,
and he has presented his research internationally. In 2014-15 he co-supervised doctoral projects
to completion in music composition, photography and film; cross-disciplinary supervision is a
particular interest. Recent releases include albums by The Nature Strip, Espadrille and Warmer,
as well an album of solo guitar improvisations, Giraffe Solos (2014). He heads the independent
labels China Pig and Psychopyjama.
Joseph Tabua (electric guitar)
Joseph Tabua’s sound world embodies large slabs of colours that juxtapose indie rock influences
with aleatoric and minimalist finesse. Tabua’s Fijian and Australian heritage are intertwined
profoundly thus creating an electrifying and distinct compositional voice. In February 2016,
Tabua was the recipient of the Australian Postgraduate Award and began his PhD at Western
Sydney University.
Dom Turner (guitar)
Slide Guitarist, multi-stringed instrumentalist, songwriter and vocalist, Dom Turner, is the
founding member of the group. Dom’s influences are many and varied – a blend of delta blues,
piedmont blues, rock, dub and sounds of Asia. He has toured Mexico with US blues greats, Del Ray
and Steve James. His band the Backsliders with Rob Hirst, has been described as “without a
dispute the best blues band in Australia. Their material is impeccable and their musicianship is a
wonder to behold” (Sydney Morning Herald).
Holly Harrison (drums)
Holly Harrison is a young Australian composer from Western Sydney. Holly's music is driven by
the nonsense literature of Lewis Carroll, embracing stylistic juxtapositions, the visceral energy of
rock, and whimsical humour. Holly was awarded first place at the 2014 Young Composers
Meeting in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands, for her work Cabbages and Kings. She received the
Australia and Pacific Prize for the 2014 Zvi Zeitlin Memorial International Composers
Competition (USA), and in 2013 was the winner of the inaugural Pyeongchon Arts Hall
International Chamber Music Composition Competition (South Korea) with Red Queen, White
Queen, Alice and All. Holly was a resident composer at the 2014 Mizzou International Composers
Festival (USA) with Alarm Will Sound, and was one of two winners of rhe Riot Ensemble's (UK)
2014 Call for Scores.
Jessica Graham (amplified violin)
After receiving much acclaim in the world of Classical music, including 2 scholarships for violin
performance, Jess Graham decided to pursue her passion for composition. Her natural gift to play
a number of instruments combined with her talents for composition have seen her collaborating,
recording and touring with Internationally renowned artists as well as gaining International
recognition for her contemporary songs and music videos; some highlights being a finalist in the
International Songwriting Competition (Nashville) 2015, Honourable Mention in the Unsigned Only
Competition (Nashville) 2016, 3rd place in Mid-Atlantic Songwriting Competition (Washington DC)
2016,“Best Music Video” Award at the International Apex Film Festival (Rochester MN) 2015, being
selected for New Filmmakers New York Festival 2015 & 2016 and receiving the Award of
Excellence at International Film Festival of Cinematic Arts (Los Angeles) 2015. Her focus is on
intercultural and cross-genre improvisation, stretching her Irish-Celtic vocals and violin
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improvisations across a multitude of traditional influences in the search for something truly
unique.
Andrián Pertout (composer)
In 2007, Andrián Pertout completed a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degree at the University of
Melbourne on Tweddle Trust, APA and MRS scholarships, studying composition under the
guidance of Brenton Broadstock. Composition awards include the Jean Bogan Prize, ‘John Cage
Centennial’ Wolf Museum of Music and Art Composition Prize (USA), Friends & Enemies of New
Music Composition Prize (USA), Betty Amsden Award, Louisville Orchestra Prize (USA) and APRA
Award for Orchestral Composition. He is currently the President of the Melbourne Composers’
League (MCL), Australian Delegate of the Asian Composers’ League (ACL), and was Honorary
Fellow at the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music, University of Melbourne (2007-2015). As
well as being a freelance composer, he additionally works as composition lecturer, teacher,
supervisor and examiner at the University of Melbourne and Australian Institute of Music at
Bachelor, Masters and PhD levels. His music has been performed in over forty countries by
orchestras that include the Melbourne and Tasmanian Symphony Orchestras, Orchestra Victoria,
The Louisville Orchestra (USA), Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra (Israel), Orquestra Petrobrás
Sinfônica (Brazil), Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional de México (Mexico), Vietnam National Opera and
Theatre Choir and National Symphony Orchestra (Vietnam), Orquestra Cia Bachiana Brasileira
(Brazil), Orquesta Sinfónica de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico), Veridian Symphony Orchestra (USA),
Orquesta Sinfónica de Chile and Concepción (Chile), Orquesta de Cámara de Chile and Valdivia
(Chile), Logos Foundation Robot Orchestra (Belgium), University of Hong Kong Gamelan
Orchestra (China), La Chapelle Musicale de Tournai (Belgium), and Oare String Orchestra (UK).
Elisabeth Bodey (visual artist)
I have been a practising artist for thirty years, having studied Art History and German prior to
going to art school. In 2015 I successfully completed a cross-disciplinary, cross-cultural practicebased PhD in Painting at the ANU. I have exhibited widely for 28 years in both solo and group
exhibitions and have been the recipient of grants and residencies. In August this year I shall be
taking my paintings to Paris to show in the gallery, Abstract Project. www.elisabethbodey.com.au
David Cubby (film)
I am a real conceptual artist. That means I engineer thinking, dealing directly and precisely with
the aesthetic of ideas in meticulous detail, to the point where the outcome may change the world.
I am not an educator, publicist, advertiser, cult leader. I am not famous, I don’t pursue careers,
broadcast views, not a star nor a saint, fashionista, astronaut, psychologist, psychiatrist,
philosopher, soldier, medical doctor, sage, guru, priest, entertainer, newsreader,
politician, academic, researcher, traditional or contemporary artist, musician, dancer, chess
player, journalist, critic, sportsman. A plague on all – I may be, and hope I so, a new form of artist
- to be frank, it’s taken years of effort to get right back to where I started from. I have no interest
in what you do. Is it not clear that ‘genius’ in a consumer society is the road to individuation of
self and production, ending with all of those poor chickens at Red Rooster, in commodification? I
am not for sale nor dumb enough to 'be competitive'. Please, do not distract me, I need to get on
with my end tasks. Let me go to hell in in my own way.
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3-5pm Symposium:
Building F, Studio

Panel: Professor Jocelyn Chey (chair), Professor James
Arvanitakis, Associate Professor Bruce Crossman
Performance of Qiyun: Chui Tanching (guzheng)

5-6pm Delegates Interaction Light supper
Building F, Kitchen area
Abstract:
This symposium will include scholarly reflection and exploration of the issues of energy
through multi-media artistic connectivity related to the Chinese literati philosophy of
multi-artform expression within Qiyun energy and its applications across thinking
plateaus, including practice-led paradigms.
Questions:
(a) How does the Qiyun with its breath and movement of energies as creative
expression impact your artform practice?
(b) Venerable Chinese-American composer Chou Wen-chung noted that similar
concepts underpin both a multi-artform practice in Chinese culture. Are there
similarities between how qiyun manifests itself as vibrating air for a musician, or
calligraphic mark for an artist, or poetic breath from the pen of a poet?
(c) How does the multiculturalism of Australia impact on your artistic practice
towards a uniqueness that speaks of the Asia-Pacific and its multifarious
identities?
Introduction: QIYUN 氣 運 AND THE CREATIVE ARTS
Professor Jocelyn Chey (Director, Australia-China Institute for Arts &Culture)
Performance: Qiyun in Sound—Chui Tanching (guzheng, Hong Kong)
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Presenters:
(1) Multiculturalism, Traditional Cultures and Contemporary Expression:
Dr Andrian Pertout (composer) & Dr Elisabeth Bodey (visual artist)
Respondent: Professor James Arvanitakis (Dean, Graduate Studies, WSU)

(2) Identity, Language and Sound:
Dr Nicholas Ng (composer/erhu) & Dr David Wright (playwright)
Respondent: Professor Jocelyn Chey (Director, Australia-China Institute for Arts &
Culture, WSU)
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(3) Materiality of Breath and Brush:
Dr Kate Fagan (poet) & Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher)
Respondent: Associate Professor Bruce Crossman (Music, School of Humanities &
Communication Arts, WSU)
A pebble is a study in unmaking
Formed on paper
Two crows call
Wind and water in their noise
A boulder leaves a cliff to shatter on a
beach, stony shard over tussock
and shell
Shingle carried in the beak of a bird
Moved by rock and crow
A whole pebble
Surface eroding on the sandpaper stair
A bee wriggles
Cats are a new street map, a bat carves
its way above a banyan, higher
than traffic or talk
Rain visits the sweeper and her broom
Stone lion, pearl on its tongue
Butterflies hem the gate

QIYUN 氣 運 AND THE CREATIVE ARTS
Jocelyn Chey, Australia China Institute for Arts and Culture, Western Sydney University,
July 2017
When we look for the source of Chinese aesthetics, we must start from the fifth century
work by Liu Xie 劉勰 Wenxin diaolong 文心雕龍 (The literary mind and the carving of
dragons). Liu defined the relationship between body and mind, or what he called “spirit
and thought” shen si 神思, in the following terms:
“The ancients observed, ‘The physical body is by the rivers and lakes, but the mind lingers below
the gate towers of Wei.’ This is what is called spirit and thought.” WXDL 26/1-4
“In the thought process of writing, the spirit goes afar. In the state of silence and mental
concentration, thought reaches to a thousand years ago. With a slight change of one’s facial
expression, one’s vision may have already crossed ten thousand leagues.” WXDL 26/5-10

It is sometimes supposed that Chinese traditional philosophy is preoccupied with the
status quo and that scholars and artists harked back to a golden age and regretted
change. Nothing could be farther from the truth. In fact, Chinese traditional philosophy
is concerned with process, movement, change and flux. The ebb and flow of qi 氣（vital
spirit）forms the physical universe and is also displayed in art, music and literature. Qi
is the creative force embodied in rocks and water and dispersed in the air and in breath.
It is the energy that makes life vivid. Artistic creativity combines human qi and the qi of
the universe as expressed through movement and rhythm. Everything has its own
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individual qi, whether solid or flowing, stretching or contracting, and qi waxes and
wanes with the seasons and is affected by the temperament and mood of the artist.
In the sixth century Xie He 谢赫 wrote in Guhua pinlu 古畫品錄 (Record of classification
of old painters) that the first criterion to be applied to the appreciation of a painting was
qiyun shengtong 綺雲生同, translated by the noted American sinologist James Cahill as
“engendering a sense of movement through spirit consonance.” This abbreviated
reference, although variously translated, essentially refers to the rhythmic pulsation of
vital spirit or qi, which affords the enduring aesthetic effect of a painting. A painting
should be more than a lifelike representation of a scene, person or object. It should
reveal the embodied qi, and not be bound by rules and methods.
For Liu Xie and Xie He, there was a mystical quality to creative work and its appreciation.
The author of Guanzi (of uncertain date but probably from around the same century of
these two works) wrote that concentration of qi and jing 精 (essence) could allow
ordinary people to communicate with ghosts and spirits.
“When you enlarge your mind and let go of it,
When you relax your qi (vital breath) and expand it,
When your body is calm and unmoving:
And you can maintain the One and discard the myriad disturbances.
You will see profit and not be enticed by it,
You will see harm and not be frightened by it.
This is called ‘revolving the vital breath’
Your thoughts and deeds seem heavenly.”
(Harold Roth, trans. Original Tao: inward training (nei-yeh) and foundations of Taoist mysticism,
Columbia University Press 1999 p. 92)

Through literature and the arts, the mind and spirit are set free to travel in higher
realms.
A couple of centuries earlier, Wei dynasty Emperor Cao Pi 曹丕 (187-226) wrote an
influential “Essay on Literature” Lun wen 論文 that stressed the importance of qi and
linked literary creation with music:
“In literature qi is the dominant factor. Qi has its normative form (ti 體) – clear or murky
(referring to the make-up of the author). It is not to be brought by force. Compare it to music:
though melodies be equal and though the rhythms follow the rules, when it comes to an inequality
in drawing on a reserve of qi, we have grounds to distinguish skill and clumsiness.”

All these references confirm that the ancients saw all creative media – literature, art and
music – as essentially the same expressions of vital energy, and that this energy had the
power to lift the creator and the consumer to spiritual heights through the movement of
qi (qiyun). This then should be the guiding thought for this multi-media symposium:
“The physical body is by the rivers and lakes, but the mind lingers below the gate towers of Wei.”
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Panel Biographies:
Jocelyn Chey
Australia-China Institute for Arts and Culture Foundation Director, Professor Jocelyn
Chey AM, has already made an outstanding contribution to Australia's diplomatic
service and to academic life. For more than 20 years she was a senior figure within the
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, where she was instrumental in
helping lay the foundations for trade and cultural relations between China and
Australia. Professor Chey's many distinguished diplomatic appointments include
Cultural Counsellor in the Australia Embassy in Beijing (1975–1978); Senior Trade
Commissioner in the Australian Embassy in Beijing (1985–1988); and Consul-General
for Australia in Hong Kong (1992–1995).
James Arvanitakis
Professor James Arvanitakis researches in the transdisciplinary areas of globalisation,
citizenship, young people, security and the cultural commons - incorporating issues
around hope, trust, safety and intellect. Having held various positions within human
rights-based organisations including AID/WATCH and Oxfam Hong Kong, his research
seeks to maintain a particular focus on issues of social justice. He has also worked with
playwrights and artists to document stories of injustice such as the production of
Maralinga which records the stories of nuclear veterans. He is the author of
Contemporary society: a sociological analysis of everyday life (Oxford University Press,
2009) and co-editor of Piracy: leakages from modernity (Litwin Books, 2014) and The
citizen in the 21st century (Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2013).
Bruce Crossman
Associate Professor Bruce Crossman is a composer-scholar with eclectic interests across
visual arts, poetry and music (classical, traditional world and popular/improvisatory
musics) with a focus on Pacific-European musical identity. He holds research degrees
from three countries (Australia, United Kingdom and New Zealand) and has achieved
international recognition with performances in Australasia, Asia (Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Philippines), Europe and the USA. Highlights include working with the Kanagawa
Philharmonic (Japan), Korean Symphony Orchestra, New Asia String Quartet at the
Pacific Rim Music Festival in the USA, and with Kawamura Taizan (shakuhachi) at
the Asian Music Festival 2010 in Tokyo and shihans Tomotsune Bizan and Kikuchi
Kouzan’s for the Opening Concert ‘Asia, Asia, Asia’, Yokohama Minato-Mirai Hall, Asian
Music Festival 2014.
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7-9pm Night Concert:
Playhouse

Erhu, Qin, Guzheng, Guitar & Percussion:
Liu Ying (erhu), Chiu Tan Ching (guzheng), Claire
Edwardes (percussion), Tony Wheeler (qin), Dom Turner
(electric guitar)
With Shen Wednesday (calligrapher), Luping Zeng
(calligrapher/Peking Opera singer) & Kate Fagan
(reciter)
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Dom Turner (electric guitar) & Tony Wheeler (qin)
Improvisation for electric guitar, qin and film
Ian Stevenson (composer), Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher)
& Kate Fagan (poet)
Unmaking the Sandpaper Stair for erhu, percussion, calligrapher & sound
Daniel Portelli (composer) & Aden Rolfe (poet)
Serpentine for erhu, percussion and film
Corrina Bonshek (composer) & Jo Davis (painter)
Sketching breath - Sketching Infinity for erhu, percussion and visual projections
Bruce Crossman (composer), Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher),
Luping Zeng (Peking Opera singer) & Ian Stevenson (visual sequencer)
Blooms late when spring is gone for erhu, calligrapher, Peking opera singer & visual
projections
Clare Maclean (composer), Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher)
& Kate Fagan (poet)
My Breath is a Swallow for erhu, percussion & visual projections
Nicholas Ng (composer), David Wright (playwright), Jing Qi (reciter),
& Luping Zeng (painter/calligrapher)
New Found Land for erhu, percussion, reciter, calligrapher & visual projections
Bruce Crossman (composer), Luping Zeng (painter) & Ian Stevenson (visual
sequencer)
Strange Invisible Perfume for guzheng, percussion & visual projections
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Night Concert Program Notes
Dom Turner (electric guitar) & Tony Wheeler (qin)
Improvisation for electric guitar, qin and film
Ian Stevenson (composer), Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher)
& Kate Fagan (poet)
Unmaking the Sandpaper Stair for erhu, percussion, calligrapher & sound
Working collaboratively is a chance to relinquish the constraints of ego – to be bumped
gently in new directions by sonic fragments, materials, thoughts and methods in a larger
cultural conversation. This can feel like a dialogue between making and unmaking.
When Ian invented the ‘sandpaper stair’ as a way to echo and orchestrate breath, Shen
and I joined him to experiment with breath-like sampled sounds triggered by human
body movements. We talked about tides pulling out from shale beaches, and river rocks
gathered in Shen’s home province. We made artworks and altered them in response to
each other’s ideas. I was lucky to spend a week in Guangzhou soon after beginning this
collaboration. Pebbles were everywhere – along with feelings of subjective dissolution
and remaking in light of such vast scale and infinite detail. The paths I walked through
that city were open, idiosyncratic, deeply small and illuminated by kindness.
Kate Fagan
Bruce Crossman’s invitation to participate in an inter-media, inter-cultural creative
project presented a challenge and an opportunity. Bruce provided the stimulus in the
conception of poetic energies and by bringing together this array of highly talented
collaborators. Poetic energies such as these link creation and learning, my two favourite
activities. As we created and learned together we forged a new work and new poetic
energies.
Ian Stevenson
Ian said he wanted to use a remote control to do the artwork. I felt it was a good idea,
that the artists’ special and different minds were very important.
Ian, Kate and I, like children, stayed in time, fun, freedom, speech, laughter and
experimental life – especially as happened with Ian’s sandpaper, and when we did the
floor painting. That is back to the childish and created a lot of information.
Kate’s aesthetic tour brings the beauty of poetry in response to our cheerful heart of the
exchange of different seaside experiences with the vast ocean.
Life is art, we draw we paint we do ...
Art is life, with colours, soul, energy, spirit, emotion, feeling etc., and so together
constitute a rich life. My art practice is steps of Kate’s lively, joyful, life poetry with Ian’s
mischievous and fun music. We pursued the Poetic of Energies in the Aesthetic context.
Shen Wednesday
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Daniel Portelli (composer) & Aden Rolfe (poet)
Serpentine for erhu, percussion and film
Serpentine is a multimodal work that centres around winding shapes and lines of
movement such as those made by a serpent or snake. From a visual perspective it is
portrayed as a geometrical sine wave and rotating circles as well as non-geometrically
through the use of a video camera by following lines on the ground while walking. Lines
in the music have an equally flexible identity, and manifest as movements made by the
musicians, grains and swarms of sound, pitch contours, and constellations of sound
activity as they occur on a micro and macro level. Portelli’s compositional process uses
video as a 'sketching' process to inform his sonic ideas. This is complemented by the
lines that emerge in Aden Rolfe’s poem – both as concept and material. Taken from The
Heavenly Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge, the text uses refrain and repetition to
explore the poetic potential of categorisation through the figure of the snake.
Corrina Bonshek (composer) & Jo Davis (painter)
Sketching breath - Sketching Infinity for erhu, percussion and visual projections
Jo’s ink drawings began with the abstract image of the breath in and the breath out.
Later, some of the images transformed into more figurative work, incorporating
landscape images inspired by the poems of Bella Li
Corrina’s music is inspired by the idea of a cosmic breath in and out that forms a
dynamic of transformation and silence. It takes the form of a sound-colour poem where
a simple gesture is transformed as it passes between instruments and voices (spoken
and sung) taking on new character along the way. At times, the music is reminiscent of
devotional chant, Chinese folk melody, Indian vocal percussion, or the wind. The spoken
voice sound-painting is inspired by Bella Li’s ‘The Island Coronado, or, A Brief History of
Industry’, which is about a landscape/moment in history on the cusp of transformation.
Bruce Crossman (composer), Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher),
Luping Zeng (Peking Opera singer) & Ian Stevenson (visual sequencer)
Blooms late when spring is gone… for erhu, calligrapher, Peking opera singer & visual
projections
Blooms late when spring is gone. . . takes its departure point from Lindy Li Mark English
translation of the Young Lovers’ Edition Peony Pavilion in its discussion of the metaphor
of the peony as late a blooming of the possibilities within the beauty of dreams. The
ghost of the Chinese opera Kunqu tune “Zao Luopao” from the Peony Pavilion hovers
about as sonority possibilities within a slow melodic unfolding to ghostly harmonic
moments and energy, that reveals the bones of the tune and its sonority relationship to
Japanese Gagaku harmony. Structurally, the first section has fragments of the tune
appear with stretched still moments that gradually focuses to the second section’s
faster, energetic permeations of the material within horse-bowing sounds, vibrato and
expressive slides as well as frenetically free high passages. Again, in the third section,
ghostly versions of the Kunqu tune appear in sketchy harmonics which are propelled to
a climactic fourth section of bends, vibrato and frenetic activity; these suddenly collapse
to a returning dream-like breathy and still harmonics to close the work in a lingering
way.
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Clare Maclean (composer), Shen Wednesday (painter/calligrapher)
& Kate Fagan (poet)
My Breath is a Swallow for erhu, percussion & visual projections
I began writing ‘My breath is a swallow’ while winding along the highway that connects
my home in the Blue Mountains to country east of the Nepean River. Zigzagging down
that thread, I’m always glancing left or right to catch a single frame of eucalypt ridges or
a sudden updraft of wings. My line of sight is surprised by its landing point, whatever
I’m expecting. In our first conversation together, Shen Wednesday, Clare Maclean and I
considered resonances between breath and line in our different art practices. We spoke
about air inhaled and expelled – breath as a linking line between our interior selves and
the ecologies we inhabit. We remembered our children’s first breaths. I wanted this
poem to hover between formal constraint (each line begins where the previous line
lands), and improvisation moved by sonic and material associations (lines lasting as
long as distinct conceptual breaths).
Kate Fagan
The music for ‘My breath is a swallow’ follows the images in Kate Fagan’s poem, which
recur and evolve like patterns in the flight of a bird. The words paint pictures, and the
music paints them again in its own medium, with musical breaths of phrase and slow
harmonies, and lines of flight, of falling, sweeping, cradling, shadowing. Breath in the
music is slow and ontological, or voiced in lines expressing changing colours of
mountain, rain, and landscapes within.
Clare Maclean
Poetry is the soul of literature, music is the dance of soul, art is the soul of the spiritual,
when it gets together the soul will become sublime, which we walk back and forth in the
aesthetics world.
The beauty, the energy, the spirit, the feeling ......
my art practice comes from invisible pictures which is following 'My breath is a swallow'
in Kate Fagan's poem and Clare Maclean's music.
Every time when we have had meetings, I am immersed in Kate's beautiful face and she
explains her poems with thoughts and processes, and I wander in Clare Maclean's
slightly playful music.
Our common language is Line, is breathe, is the spiritual exchange, is the beautiful
colours and resonance, also has children as pure.
This is a feast of the soul and Best Wishes!
Shen Wednesday
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Nicholas Ng (composer), David Wright (playwright), Jing Qi (reciter),
& Luping Zeng (painter/calligrapher)
New Found Land for erhu, percussion, reciter, calligrapher & visual projections
This work comprises an exploration of traditional Chinese instrumentation, calligraphy
and spoken word. A narrative unfolds. It is a story of learning to breathe differently in a
new land, amidst new relationships. The challenge to understand and perform
appropriately comes into conflict with the ways in which understanding is generated.
“Breathe in the time I fell to my knees, breathe in the fear I learned how to eat, breathe
in the beginning, the middle and end.” Inspired by the text, the music utilises an array of
traditional percussion instruments from the Cantonese & Peking operatic traditions. In
counterpoint to the narrative is a zhonghu (2-stringed alto fiddle) melody. The two
instrumentalists improvise to a graphic score towards the climax of the piece,
highlighting feelings of lost direction and confusion followed by a certain epiphany and
new found resolution.
Bruce Crossman (composer), Luping Zeng (painter) & Ian Stevenson (visual
sequencer)
Strange Invisible Perfume for guzheng, percussion & visual projections
Strange Invisible Perfume explores the drifting sense of time and moment as expressions
of spirit through subtle timbre graduations of the guzheng with muscular colour
resonances of sonority and driving percussion qualities to suggest the sensualities of
texts from Shakespeare, Tang Xianzu and the Judeo-Christian Song of Songs. The form
the work takes is of opening and closing sections with subtle changes of tone colour
from wriggling string possibilities on guzheng and sharp Chinese opera percussion and
lingering crotales sounds as types of perfumes of sound of stirring ‘invisible perfume’ of
the sensuality of Cleopatra. Inside these frames, are balanced muscular sections with the
guzheng’s full string arpeggios and skin and metal percussion barrages to express the
sensual and joyful suggestions of the Biblical ‘I arose to open for my lover’ and ‘fingers
with flowing myrrh’. The ‘strange perfume’—a central image from the Shakespeare—is
explored as a central section of the musical structure and expressed through trembling
strings and half-spoken whispered voice amidst guzheng chordal resonance; these are
intended as evocations of an invisible sensuality and spirit which ‘hits the sense’ in a
Shakespearean bold-moment and Daoist quivering nature of ‘sun rouged blush, damp
with rain’. The invisibility of sensuality expressed through the sound is caught in a
Confucian-like structural order of symmetrical balance as a suggested perfume of spirit
that radiates from love.
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Night Concert Biographies:
Claire Edwardes – leading Australian percussionist from Ensemble Offspring
Claire Edwardes (percussion) is an internationally renowned percussionist dedicated to
the performance and promotion of contemporary music. Career highlights include solo
performances at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, prizewinner as part of
Duo Vertigo at the 2005 International Gaudeamus Interpreters Competition and being
named Symphony Australia's Young Performer of the Year (1999). Claire won the 2007
Classical Music Award for Outstanding Contribution by an Individual and is the 2005
MCA/Freedman Fellowship recipient. See: http://www.claireedwardes.com
Liu Ying – professional level erhu performer
Ying Liu was born in Shenyang, in China’s northeast, now resident in Sydney, Australia.
She began playing the erhu at the age six, graduating from the Shenyang Conservatory of
Music in 1994. After migrating to Australia, Ying is keen to continually promote Chinese
music and culture. Ying has established an international reputation for her compelling
performances and artistic individualism. She performed in many cities such as Beijing,
Vienna, Dunedin, Melbourne, Canberra, Wollongong, Gold Coast, and Sydney. Ying has
been featured on ABC, SBS, Channel 7, and CCTV. She has recorded many film and TV
soundtracks and is currently working on her project on Chinese Influences in Australian
Art Music at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
Chiu Tan Ching – Hong Kong New Music Ensemble guzheng performer
Chiu Tan Ching is a leading Hong Kong contemporary guzheng virtuoso whose work
with the Hong Kong New Music Ensemble includes the prestigious New Vision Arts
Festival. She is a core member of the HKNME who are hailed as “one of Hong Kong’s
most progressive groups of musicians” (CNN). Widely praised for its innovative
programming, the Ensemble’s productions include concerts, educational outreach
events, and interdisciplinary collaborations and research projects with artists from
different artistic fields.
See: www.hongkongnewmusic.or
Dom Turner (electric guitar)
Slide Guitarist, multi-stringed instrumentalist, songwriter and vocalist, Dom Turner, is
the founding member of the group. Dom’s influences are many and varied – a blend of
delta blues, piedmont blues, rock, dub and sounds of Asia. He has toured Mexico with US
blues greats, Del Ray and Steve James. His band the Backsliders with Rob Hirst, has been
described as “without a dispute the best blues band in Australia. Their material is
impeccable and their musicianship is a wonder to behold” (Sydney Morning Herald).
Tony Wheeler (guqin—Chinese zither) was awarded a scholarship to spend two years
(1985-7) at the Shanghai Conservatory studying Chinese composition, ruan (Chinese
four-stringed guitar) and guqin (ancient seven-stringed zither).
https://soundcloud.com/tony-wheeler-guqin
David Wright
David Wright is a Senior Lecturer in Social Ecology and Transformative Learning in the
School of Education, WSU. He has a background in writing for performance including
funded work for film and television. His PhD thesis ‘Creativity and Embodied Learning’
analysed his work as a writer with a group of Peking Opera performers and Australian
contemporary performance artists. It sought to synthesise the learning that arises in
creative expression, with particular reference to writing and drama, through the
perspective of the participant and self-organising systems theory. He continues to work
with these themes in his postgraduate and undergraduate teaching.
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Corrina Bonshek
Composer Corrina Bonshek’s music has been described as ‘beautifully shaped and
contemplative’ (Clare MacClean, 2013), and ‘deeply spiritual in intent’ (Anne Boyd,
2002). Her recent compositions include works for the 2017 Taiwan International
Festival of Arts, Bleach* Festival, Sydney Conservatorium Chinese Chamber Ensemble,
Alex Raineri (Piano) and Yu Rong Chen (Pipa). She was resident composer at the 2015
Experimental Thai Music Laboratory of Burapha University in Thailand, inaugural
visiting scholar of 2016 Nirmita Institute for Young Composers in Cambodia. Corrina
graduated with a PhD in Contemporary Arts in 2007 from the Western Sydney
University, where her composition folio and thesis explored boundary-blurring musictheatre works.
Jo Davis
Jo Davis is a Blue Mountains based artist and art therapist. Her work explores the
synergies between therapy and art practice form both creative and medical angles. She
is a Master of Research student at Western Sydney University.
Daniel Portelli
Daniel Portelli is composer whose music has been performed by: Tracensemble,
Soundstream Collective, Adelaide Philharmonic Choir, Eunoia ensemble, the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra, Tamara Anna Cislowska, ESMUC Ensemble, and by a robotic piano
named RHEA. Daniel completed a PhD in composition at Huddersfield University with
main supervisor Professor Liza Lim. Winner of the Winston Music ECF commission at
Soundstreams Emerging Composers Forum, and has a published article in the fifth issue
of the CeReNeM Journal. Daniel's music has a interdisciplinary focus, particularly the use
of video as a sketching process for composition incorporated with staff notated
practices, animated scores, and installations.
Clare Maclean
As a student in Sydney, studying composition with Peter Sculthorpe, Clare Maclean
joined the Sydney Chamber Choir, and the experience of singing modal counterpoint has
influenced her approach to composition ever since. The Chamber Choir recorded her
Osanna Mass on the Tall Poppies label, and this work won the Australian Art Music
Award for vocal music in 2012. Clare has been commissioned by ensembles in Australia
and overseas, and was composer-in-residence with the St Louis Chamber Chorus
(Missouri) from 2006 to 2011.
Jing Qi
Jing Qi is a researcher in the School of Education at Western Sydney University. She
achieved her doctorate studying teacher education programs in Chile. She works closely
with Chinese students arriving in Australia to pursue higher degree studies. She is an
author of research articles on international education and language education. In 2015
her book ‘Knowledge hierarchies in trans-national education’ was published by
Routledge.
Kate Fagan
Kate Fagan is a prominent Australian innovative poet of her generation whose most
recent volume of poems First Light (Giramondo) was short-listed both for the Age Book
of the Year Award and the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards. She is the Convenor of the
English Major at Western Sydney University and a former editor of How2, the U.S.-based
journal of innovative poetics. Kate is well known across Australia and the U.K. as a folkroots songwriter. Her album Diamond Wheel won the National Film and Sound Archive
Award for Folk Recording and she supported Joan Baez on her 2013 tour of
Australia/NZ. https://www.facebook.com/Kate-Fagan-Musician-511784055560719/
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Shen Wednesday
Shen Wednesday is a Western Sydney based visual artist and calligrapher whose work
explores the flow between calligraphy and graffiti. Her most recent show opened the
Chinese new year celebrations at the Australia-China Institute for Arts and culture.
Luping Zeng
Luping Zeng is amongst the leading painters of his generation in Beijing, including counting
leading Chinese artist Zhang Xiaogang amongst his immediate contemporaries and
associates. Zeng has numerous referred publications of visual arts creative work including:
CD‐ROM of Contemporary Chinese Artists (book series; Shanghai Sanlian), Shanghai
Dragon Fight Tiger, (Hong Kong; Huanyu Lang), A Decisive Battle (Hong Kong; Huanyu
Lang) and Yuangyang Syenggan 2012 Spring Auction Painting and Calligraphy (Beijing
Yuangyang Syenggan International auction, pp.212/213. Beijing, China). Additionally, his
work is held in the prestigious Saatchi Gallery in London, Luping Zeng‐Chinese painter,
China. Zeng also has two years professional experience related to visual arts as an Associate
Professor in painting at the Central Institute of Industrial Art (Beijing, China). He is the
holder of The William Chiu PhD Scholarship in Chinese Studies, Western Sydney University.
Nicholas Ng
Dr Nicholas Ng is a composer, performer and researcher who has appeared at Sydney
Opera House, Merkin Concert Hall and at festivals such as Kunstenfestivaldesarts,
Melbourne International Arts Festival, OzAsia Festival, and PuSh International
Performing Arts Festival. Heard on ABC radio and published by Orpheus Music, Nicholas
has written for The Song Company, The Australian Voices, Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra, Chronology Arts, Art Gallery of NSW, Queensland Art Gallery, QL2 Dance,
Griffin Theatre and Performance 4a. Nicholas co-established the Australian National
University Chinese Music Ensemble (2003) and curated the festival ENCOUNTERS:
China (2010). He teaches erhu and harmony at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
Recent China-related productions include ‘Slow Boat’, ‘The Serpent’s Table’ and NZ
Opera's 'The Bone Feeder'.
Ian Stevenson
Ian Stevenson is senior lecturer in sound technologies. He teaches a wide range of sound
production including recording, synthesis, sound design and post-production. His
research interests are in sound theory, listening, sound recording and sound installation
practice. He is a member of the Digital Humanities Research Group in the School of
Humanities and Communication Arts. In addition to numerous freelance engagements
he has held the following positions: Documentation Manager, Fairlight ESP, Sydney;
Technical Writer, DSP Media, Sydney; Sound Engineer, Autograph Sound Recording,
London; and Technical Director, Theatre Sound Australia, Brisbane.
Aden Rolfe
Aden Rolfe is a Sydney-based writer whose practice includes poetry, non-fiction and
performance writing. His debut collection, False Nostalgia, received the 2017 Mary
Gilmore Award from the Association for the Study of Australian Literature and was
awarded best avant-garde poetry book of 2016 by Mascara Literary Review. His radio
works include Like a Writing Desk, which won the 2015 AWGIE and made the official
selection for the Prix Italia and the Prix Marulić festivals, and A Thoroughly Wet Mess,
ABC RN’s inaugural digital-first drama. Aden is currently working on his second
collection, The Heavenly Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge.
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